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This paper presents a technique to estimate an offered point-to-point trarric based on the 
trunk-group, and the office measurements without using matrix inversion methods. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. OBJECTIVE 

Demand estimation is one of the important tasks in the 
telecommunication. In particular, the offered point-to
point traffic (simply called the PP trarric) determines the 
network demand after the network engineering, routing 
rules, planning, and other operations. A direct PP traffic 
measurement, however, may require a major switch 
modification and, hence, an unacceptable cost for embed
ded switches. Alternatively, PP traffic can be estimated 
from the trunk-group measurements, for example, peg
count, overflow, usage, etc., which is relatively simple to 
obtain. With a pre-specified routing strategy, PP traffic 
determines a unique trunk-group traffic (simply called the 
TG traffic). Using the blocking probability for each of 
all trunk-groups, a linear relationship between the PP 
traffic and the TG traffic can be established. To find PP 
traffic solution from the TG traffic measurement, we need 
to solve these equations. The problems here are: the 
estimation error and the computational complexity espe
cially for a large network. 

Typically, a telecommunication network is not fully con
nected, and the number of equations relating the PP 
traffic and the TG traffic would be less than the number 
of all possible point-pairs in the network. Hence, the 
solution may not be unique. Furthermore, because the 
TG traffic measurement is carried out on a periodic basis, 
a stochastic characteristic would be encountered in the 
estimation. Secondly, for a large network, the dimension 
of the problem would be too large to solve. Therefore, an 
efficient way of solving a set of large-scale simultaneous 
equations must be developed. 

When the office measurement, for example, office total 
(simply called OT), is available, the accuracy of an 
estimated PP traffic would be significantly improved 
because a set of additional deterministic equations describ
ing the PP traffic can be taken into account. 

1.2. SOLUTION APPROACH 

The first task is to establish a set of equations relating 
the PP traffic and the TG traffic, based on a specific 
routing method. Then, the next task is to solve these 

equations without using matrix inversion. The 2pproach is 
as follows: When an arbitrary PP traffic is offered to the 
network, and a routing method is specified, a unique TG 
traffic results. After comparison with the measured TG 
traffic, the TG traffic error is computed. From this, we 
need to determine a direction along which the initial PP 
traffic must be modified in such a way that a new TG 
traffic approaches to the measured TG traffic. This pro
cess continues until the TG traffic error becomes negligi
ble, and the corresponding PP traffic would be a feasible 
solution. 

When the office total is available, it represents an addi
tional constraint on the PP traffic. That is, PP trarric 
must always satisfy the measured office total during the 
iteration process. 

1.3. SUMMARY 

There are two distinct contexts in this paper. One is to 
establish a relationship between the PP traffic and the TG 
traffic via a set of linear simultaneous equations. This is 
derived in Chapter 2. Then, Chapter 3 describes how to 
solve these equations without using matrix inversion. In 
addition, Section 3.2 describes further improvement of the 
solution accuracy by taking the orric!e total into account. 

2. PROBLEM MODE LING 

This chapter includes mathematical notations, derinlUoiis, 
and various assumptions used in this study. It also 
includes a derivation of the equations relating the PP 
traffic and the TG traffic. 

2.1. PRELIMINARY 

The mathematical notations used in this study are as fol
lows: 

N The number of nodes in the network. 
L The number of trunk-groups in the network 
X Offered pp traffic in Erlang 
Y Carried TG traffic in Erlang 
y. Measured TG traffic in Erlang 
S Offered OT in peg-count 
S· Measured OT in peg-count 
R Routi ng opera tor 
T Summing operator 
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To equate the pp traffic and the TG traffic we need to 
specify a routing method. The following describes the 
routing method used, and how the TG traffic measurement 
is performed accordingly. 

For a call between node i and node j, a routing sequence 
is given, say VI' V2' ••• , vM • Note that vm = 0 represents 
the direct path. For the first path, the path i -vl- j is 
attempted. If this is blocked either between (i ,vI)' or 
between (V 1 j), then the call is rejected, and the next path 
i-v2-j is attempted. If the call is blocked on this path, 
then the next path i -v3-j is attempted, and so on. If 
the call is rejected on the last path i -vM - j, then the 
call is simply lost. Note that this study considers only 
direct path and 2-link path for simplicity. 

In terms of peg-count(PC) and overflow(OF), the TG 
traffic is counted as follows: 

Direct path (l-link): 
accept 1 PC 
blocked 1 PC and 1 OF 

2-link path: 
accept first link 1 PC 

second link 1 PC 
blocked on the first link 

first link 1 PC and 1 OF 
second link none 

blocked on the second link 
first link none 
second link 1 PC and 1 OF 

Given a time interval, the TG traffic is measured 
periodically. From the cumulative peg-count and overflow 
of a trunk-group between node i and node j, the blocking 
probability, B(i j), is computed as: 

B(ij) = OF(ij)/PC(ij) 

This implies that an equilibrium state is assumed for the 
pp traffic. Then, the non-blocking probability, A (i j), is 
simply: 

A(ij) = l.O-B(ij) 

For a direct path, the probability that a call (iJ) is 
accepted on TG(iJ) is: 

P[Xi ) - Yij] = A (i j) 

For 2-link path, the probability that a call (iJ) is accepted 
on the path (i-v-j): 

P[xi) - Yiv] = P[xi) - Yv)] 

= A(i ,v)'A(vj) 

That is, the blockings of trunk-groups are assumed mutu
ally independent. 

2.2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

When a set of via-nodes, Vt' v2' .. . , vM ' are sequentially 
attempted for a call (iJ), the probability that the call is 
accepted on the m-th path, P:(i j), is computed as: 

m-I 

P:(i j) = A (i '''m )'A (vm j)[1 - }; P~ (i j)] 
1=1 

M 

Then, }; P:(i j) represents the grade-of-service of calls 
1=1 

between node i and node j. 

For PP(iJ) traffic, xi}' the quantity of: 

M 

Xi) }; P~ (i j) 
1=1 

is carried, and the remainder is lost. Among the total 
carried pp traffic, the partial pp traffic carried on the 
m-th path is 

Xi) ·P:(i j) 

Note that this is carried on both TG(i,vm ) and TG(vm J) 
for 2-link path case, and on TG(iJ) for direct path case. 

Consequently, the relationship between the pp traffic and 
the TG traffic can be written in an operator form: 

Y = R[ X ] 

Here, X and Y are [N*N] matrices, and R is a routing 
operator. While the elements in X and Y represent the 
pp traffic and the TG traffic, respectively, an operating 
element in R represents an allocation of the pp traffic on 
the related trunk-group. Now, the task is to solve tllis 
equation for X. 

When the OT is available, an additional relationship is 
written as: 

S = T[ X ] 

where T is an office-summing operator, and S is tlle 
office total. An estimated X from Y =R [X] must satisfy 
S =T[X]. If the office total is measured in peg-count, 
and if the TG measurement is in Erlang, then the unit 
conversion must be uud as follows: 

[Erlang]=[peg-count][average holding time]/3600 

Because the office total is a deterministic measure, the 
consideration of S =T[X] would significantly improve the 
accuracy of the pp traffic estimation. Next, the technique 
to solve Y =R [X], and, in addition, S=T[X], is described. 

3. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE AND ALGORITHMS 

To solve a set of linear simultaneous equations, a matrix 
inversion method is traditionally used. For a large dimen
sionality, however, the matrix inversion becomes trouble
some. This chapter describes an iterative algorithm to 
find a solution to the linear simultaneous equations 
without using matrix inversion. 

3.1. SOLVING Y =R [X] 

For an arbitrary pp traffic, X, a TG traffic, Y, is 
uniquely determined using a specific routing method. 
Then, the TG traffic is compared with the TG 



measurement, Y· • The difference between Y and Y· , ~Y , 
serves as a TG traffic error. An important step is to 
estimate at from ~Y such that X +~ would yield a 
closer Y to Y· • That is, find at from ~Y such that: 

IR[X] - Y·I > IR[X+~] - Y·I 

where 1·1 represents a norm of·. When IR[x]-Y·1 
approaches to zero, X would be a solution to the equation. 

From the fact that the routing operator R in this study is 
a linear operator, it holds: 

R[X+~] = R[X] + R[~] 
R[aX] = a·R[X] 

Then, the objective becomes: 

IY· - R[X + ~]I IY· - R[X] - R[~]I 

I ~Y - R [~] I -e 0 

Hence, the task is to find ~ such that R [~ ] 
approaches to ~Y • 

Because the probability that a call in Ykl is from Xij is: 

p [Ykl +- x ij ] = xij·p [Xlj -e Ykl ]/Ykl 

the direction of ~ for all k's and l's, say Z, is 
estimated as follows: 

N N 

Zij ~ ~ ~Ykl·P[Ykl +- xij] 
k=1I - 1 

N N 

= ~ ~ ~YklXij·P [Xij -e Ykl ]/Ykl 
k =11 =1 

With Z, the next step is to find a coefficient, w, to 
minimize 

IY· - R[X + w·Z]1 

From the linearity of operator R, 

IY· - R[X + w·Z]1 IY· - R[X] - w·R[Z]1 

I ~Y - w·R [Z ] I 

By letting Q = R [Z], the computation of w is as follows: 

J I~Y - w·Q I 
N N 

~ ~ (~Ylj - w ·qij)2 

1=lj=1 

To minimize J with respect to w, 

'OJ 
From - = 0, 

8w 
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N N N N 

w ~ ~ ~Yij·qij / ~ ~ qi7 
1=lj=1 1=lj=1 

Then, the new pp traffic is X + w·Z. In fact, 
R [X + w·Z] approaches to Y· closer than R [X]. This 
process, as depicted in Figure 1, is iterated until the TG 
traffic error, ~Y becomes negligible. 

3.2. CONSIDERATION OF OFFICE TOTALS 

Typically, a network is not fully connected, and the 
number of equations relating the pp traffic and the TG 
traffic is less than the number of all possible point-pairs, 
N2

• Hence, the solution previously obtained may not be 
unique, and the range that includes all of the feasible 
solutions may be large. To improve the situation, the OT 
can be taken into account. While the OT is relatively 
simple to measure, the inclusion of the OT in the pp 
traffic estimation significantly improve the solution accu
racy by limiting the feasible range of the solutions. Dur
ing the iteration in Section 3.1, a pp traffic, X, must 
always satisfy: 

s· = T[X] 

where, T is an office-summing operator, and S· 
represenl~ the measured OT. Specifically, the operator T 
is: 

Figure 1. Algorithm to solve Y* = R(X) 
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N 

si = }:Xij i=l~, ... /'I 
j=1 

Note that the operator, T, is also a linear oPerator. By 
letting X = X 0 + AX, it holds: 

T[X] = T[Xo + AX] 

= T[Xo + w'Z] 

= T[Xo] + w'T[Z] 

If the initial pp traffic, X 0' satisfies the office total, S· , 
then the direction ofAX , Z must satisfies: 

eo = T[Z] 

where eo is an [N*t] vector whose elements are all zeroes. 
The overall process is schematically shown in Figure 2. 

With an assumption that the intra-office traffic is 
included in the OT, i.e., xii = 0 for i=I,2,. .. ,N, an algo
rithm of finding the initial pp traffic that satisfies the 
measured OT is as follows: 
i) Start with an arbitrary pp traffic, say X o' 

ii) Determine AX 0 such that: 

T[Xo + AXo] .... S· 

By letting !lS = S - S· , the direction ofAX o, U, is 
estimated as: 

Figure 2. Algorithm to solve y * = R (X) and S * = T ( X 0 ) 

iii) The next step is to find a coefficient, a, such that 
IS· - T[X 0 + 0 'U] I is minimized. Using an 
analogous procedure to the computation of w, the 
coefficient, a, is computed as: 

N N 

o = }: ~si 'ql / }: q/ 
1=1 1=1 

where Q = T[U]. 
iv) Then, the new initial pp traffic is: 

Xo = Xo + O'U 

T[X 0 + 0 'U] approaches to S· closer than T[X 01 ' 
This process, as depicted in Figure 3, iterates until !lS 
becomes negligible. 

The output of this process serves as the initial pp traffic 
of the process in Section 3.1. When X 0 satisfies the OT, 
an incremental pp traffic, AX , must satisfy the zero-sum 
constraint. Equivalently, the direction ofAX , Z, must 
satisfy the zero-sum constraint. 

With Xo .... Z, S· .... 0, AXo .... ~, U .... V, and 0 .... b, 
the identical algorithm is applied to determine the direc
tion ofAX with zero-sum. This process is depicted in 
Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Algorithm to solve S* = T(Xo) 



Figure 4. Algorithm to solve.e = T(Z) 

4. SUMMARY 

A technique to estimate an offered pp traffic based on 
the TG traffic measurements and the office measurements 
without acting matrix inversion is introduced. Throughout 
a number of numerical experiments the underlying tech
nique exhibits a fast convergence and a superior solution 
accuracy. For example, for a 52-node network, the tech
nique produced a solution in seconds within a few percent 
of pp traffic error. Note that the traditional approach 
using matrix inversion might (without special techniques) 
require the inversion of matrix with the dimension 
[1326·1326]. 

To make the underlying technique more useful, however, 
further work is needed. For the sake of generalization, a 
refinement of the algorithms in this paper would be 
necessary. Secondly, the solution accuracy must be 
somehow measured to increase the confidence level of the 
approach. 

While it is applied to the pp traffic estimation especially 
for large networks, it could be used in a broad range of 
similar applications as well. 
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